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Design a website in Htmll5 will be always good option to create interactive web design for your
website.  If you are designing your web site then you can use Html5.It has many of the advantages
over html3  not only for developers but users too like; it offers the features of audio and video and
social networking sites like; face book, twitter, MSN and many more, now you are free from third
party plug-in previously all things are done through flash that makes site load time high now the use
of Html5 web design we can makes site more interactive , it offer freedom of structural elements
instead of conventional div tag that helps in more organized code structure ease to developer, you
can store date from client side that supports web application even client is disconnected for a short
period of time that is not possible before, it helps in saving time of developer and that resulted in
saving cost due to structured codes, it is compatible across the world  for all mobile platform, now
the smart phone user are also increasing if we look at demand side so  Html5 usage also would
better for reaching user in their mobile phones.

The other major advantage is new form type now no need to do validate of all text box in form that
improves the load time of web site user need not to wait for site load, friendly site due to clear
design of header footer and other parts of website which makes more user friendly website, it
provides Geo-location supports, there is special ways to find out where you are â€” which helps to
identify your IP address which internet connection or wireless you are using, which cell network you
are using, GPRS  and  many more information you can know by using this language, html5 tags are
more structure that are beneficial not only in clean code but also help for SEO friendly, other
advantage of html5 content editable if you are using that makes your form more interactive like;
attribute and autofocus attribute and change the content of the checkbox without any additional
sweat of developer like; Email Addresses, Web Addresses Number, Numbers as a Slider, Date
Pickers, Date Pickers, Search, Color, Form Validation and Required Fields, this type of validation
feature available.

Html5 web design facilitates the feature of interactive web design for user and that feels the gap
between the user and the website and allowed authorized users to embed video content directly into
the website without any help of third party tools. Website designs are interactive that always make
user to return on your website and maximum visitor on site due to SEO friendly tags available. You
can build rich internet application with better user friendly designs by using Html5. If you are
planning to develop & design your website just opt Html5 for that and hire company having skills for
that. By using Html5 you can connect have a sweat journey with desktop tablet and smart phones.
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